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Materials:  
02 Bead Gallery® luster coated aqua dyed agate stone cube 7-8mm 
           Beads (21346) 
01 Bead Gallery® orange dyed dolomite stone rectangle 7x10mm 

beads (21338) 
02 Bead Gallery® blue quartz stone lentil 10mm beads (21278) 
01 Bead Gallery® orange dyed dolomite stone faceted round 10mm 

beads (21302) 
03 Bead Gallery® green dyed jasper stone tube 13x18mm beads  

(21188) 
01 Bead Gallery® antique bronze feather 20x99mm pendant (20408A) 
06 antique bronze tone head pins 
03 antique bronze tone 4mm jump rings 
01 antique bronze tone 8mm jump ring 
01 antique bronze tone 12mm jump ring 
8.5” Beadalon® German style wire, round, antique copper, 18gauge 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
EuroPunch Plier 
Bracelet mandrel or something to form the feather into a cuff (I used a 
glass candle) 
Chasing hammer 
Small bench block 
 
Time: Less than 1 hour 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Advanced 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Using a bracelet mandrel, form feather pendant to fit 
around your wrist. 

2. Using the EuroPunch Plier, punch a hole at the end of 
the feather pendant. 

3. Using a 8mm jump ring, connect 12mm jump ring to 
punched hole. 

4. Cut 3” of wire, form a partial wrapped loop, connect 
to loop end of the feather, and complete wrapped 
loop. 

5. String green jasper tube and form a wrapped loop. 



6. Cut 3” of wire, form a partial wrapped loop, connect 
to previous loop, and complete wrapped loop. 

7. String green jasper tube and form a wrapped loop. 
8. Cut 2 ½” of wire and form a simple loop. 
9. String aqua cube, bend wire back, form a large 

partial simple loop. Trim and make a slight bend at 
the end. 

10. Gently hammer the end of hook. 
11. Open loop and attach to green jasper tube bead. 
12. Using head pins, string the following beads and form 

a simple loop: green jasper tube (attach to 8mm 
jump ring), Lentil (repeat 1 time – attach to 8mm 
jump ring, use 4mm jump ring to attach the other to 
feather loop), orange rectangle (attach to 12mm 
jump ring), orange faceted round (use 4mm jump 
ring to attach to feather loop), and aqua cube (use 
4mm jump ring to attach to feather loop.) 


